How much does Alabama depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Doug Jones (D-AL)
Lawyer, HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?
EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO 1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & HOMELAND SECURITY

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?
Senator Jones, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Alabama every year?

- 1,987,740 Rural Residents
- 1,380,240 Senior Citizens
- 463,158 Veterans
- 2,104 Opioid Deaths
- 1,207 Disaster Declarations
- 937,980 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- In Domestic Violence Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- In Adoption Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- In Housing Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

American Bar Association

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Alabama depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Richard Shelby (R-AL)
Lawyer; Justice Award ’17; Approps, CJS Approps (Chair) & Rules (Chair) Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

1,987,740 Rural Residents
1,380,240 Senior Citizens
463,158 Veterans
2,104 Opioid Deaths
1,207 Disaster Declarations
937,980 Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Shelby, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Alabama every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%
Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does Alaska depend on LSC?

Senator Lisa Murkowski (R-AK)
Lawyer; Justice Award '13; Approps, CJS Approps, & HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

251,067 Rural Residents
162,455 Senior Citizens
120,364 Veterans
312 Opioid Deaths
157 Disaster Declarations
82,704 Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Murkowski, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Alaska every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%
Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 20%
- With Lawyer: 66%
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Alaska depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Dan Sullivan (R-AK) Lawyer

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year LSC Provides Legal Aid

1.9 MILLION

1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & MENTAL ILLNESS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Sullivan, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Alaska every year?

251,067 Rural Residents

162,455 Senior Citizens

120,364 Veterans

312 Opioid Deaths

157 Disaster Declarations

82,704 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%  
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%  
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%  
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan  
(202) 957-9400  
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Arizona depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Martha McSally (R-AZ)

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year LSC provides legal aid to 1.9 million low-income Americans.

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator McSally, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Arizona every year?

- 696,660 Rural Residents
- 1,898,740 Senior Citizens
- 666,608 Veterans
- 3,860 Opioid Deaths
- 217 Disaster Declarations
- 1,243,060 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitifications
How much does Arizona depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Kyrsten Sinema (D-AZ)
Lawyer

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year
LSC Provides Legal Aid
2023

1.9 Million
Low-Income Americans & Renters

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Sinema, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Arizona every year?

- **696,660** Rural Residents
- **1,898,740** Senior Citizens
- **666,608** Veterans
- **3,860** Opioid Deaths
- **217** Disaster Declarations
- **1,243,060** Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

**In Domestic Violence Cases?**
- **Without Lawyer**: 32%
- **With Lawyer**: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

**In Adoption Cases?**
- **Without Lawyer**: 29%
- **With Lawyer**: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

**In Housing Cases?**
- **Without Lawyer**: 32%
- **With Lawyer**: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does Arkansas depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator John Boozman (R-AR)
Approps, CJS Approps & Budget Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO MILLIONS OF LOW-INCOME AMERICANS

1.9 MILLION

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Boozman, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Arkansas every year?

1,305,240 Rural Residents

840,360 Senior Citizens

278,630 Veterans

957 Opioid Deaths

1,282 Disaster Declarations

563,220 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%

With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%

With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%

With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAO/Citations
How much does Arkansas depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

1,305,240 Rural Residents

278,630 Veterans

1,282 Disaster Declarations

840,360 Senior Citizens

957 Opioid Deaths

563,220 Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Cotton, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Arkansas every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Lawyer</th>
<th>With Lawyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Lawyer</th>
<th>With Lawyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Lawyer</th>
<th>With Lawyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does California depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Kamala Harris (D-CA)
Lawyer, Judiciary & Budget Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID
1.9 MILLION
LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Harris, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in California every year?

- **1,996,140** Rural Residents
- **2,426,680** Veterans
- **1,033** Disaster Declarations
- **6,418,960** Living in Poverty
- **9,589,300** Senior Citizens
- **13,805** Opioid Deaths

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- **Domestic Violence Cases**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  - Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- **Adoption Cases**
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  - Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- **Housing Cases**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  - Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does California depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA)
Judiciary (Ranking), Rules, Approps, Budget, CJS
Approps Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

1,996,140 Rural Residents
9,589,300 Senior Citizens
2,426,680 Veterans
13,805 Opioid Deaths
1,033 Disaster Declarations
6,418,960 Living in Poverty

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Feinstein, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in California every year?

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
Without Lawyer 32%
With Lawyer 83%
Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
Without Lawyer 29%
With Lawyer 66%
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
Without Lawyer 32%
With Lawyer 94%
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Colorado depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Michael Bennet (D-CO)
Lawyer. HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVEN YEAR EVERY YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID
1.9 MILLION
LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & FAMILIES

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Bennet, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Colorado every year?

- 758,940 Rural Residents
- 551,460 Veterans
- 1,381,380 Senior Citizens
- 491 Disaster Declarations
- 2,579 Opioid Deaths
- 655,200 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Colorado depend on LSC?

Don’t Cut Legal Services Corporation

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO 1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & MENTAL ILLNESS.

- 758,940 Rural Residents
- 1,381,380 Senior Citizens
- 551,460 Veterans
- 2,579 Opioid Deaths
- 491 Disaster Declarations
- 655,200 Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Gardner, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Colorado every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- In Domestic Violence Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- In Adoption Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- In Housing Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Connecticut depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Richard Blumenthal (D-CT)
Lawyer, Judiciary Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?
EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO
1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?
Senator Blumenthal, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Connecticut every year?

- 430,800 Rural Residents
- 1,041,100 Senior Citizens
- 254,890 Veterans
- 2,394 Opioid Deaths
- 193 Disaster Declarations
- 387,720 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Connecticut depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Christopher S. Murphy (D-CT)
Lawyer; Approps & HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year, LSC provides legal aid:
- 1.9 million low-income Americans & Renters
- 1,041,100 Senior Citizens
- 387,720 Living in Poverty
- 254,890 Veterans
- 193 Disaster Declarations
- 430,800 Rural Residents
- 3,294 Opioid Deaths

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator S. Murphy, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Connecticut every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases:
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases:
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases:
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Delaware depend on LSC?

Senator Thomas R. Carper (D-DE)

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year

- LSC Provides Legal Aid
- 1.9 Million
- Low-Income Americans & Renters

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator R. Carper, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Delaware every year?

- 157,971 Rural Residents
- 281,888 Senior Citizens
- 96,485 Veterans
- 669 Opioid Deaths
- 44 Disaster Declarations
- 118,242 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 20%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GRACitations
How much does Delaware depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Chris Coons (D-DE)
Lawyer; Judiciary, Approps; CJS Approps; & Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EACH YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO:

Rural Residents: 157,971
Veterans: 96,485
Senior Citizens: 281,888
Opioid Deaths: 669
Disaster Declarations: 44
Living in Poverty: 118,242

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Coons, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Delaware every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Florida depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Rick Scott (R-FL)
Lawyer

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year LSC Provides Legal Aid

■ 1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Scott, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Florida every year?

- 1,783,760 Rural Residents
- 1,949,974 Veterans
- 1,513 Disaster Declarations
- 3,344,550 Living in Poverty
- 6,486,400 Senior Citizens
- 10,499 Opioid Deaths

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Florida depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL)
Lawyer; Approps Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?
EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID
1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?
Senator Rubio, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Florida every year?

- **1,783,760** Rural Residents
- **1,949,974** Veterans
- **1,513** Disaster Declarations
- **1,948,640** Senior Citizens
- **10,499** Opioid Deaths
- **3,344,550** Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- **Domestic Violence Cases**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- **Adoption Cases**
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- **Housing Cases**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does Georgia depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Johnny Isakson (R-GA)
HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year LSC Provides Legal Aid

1.9 Million Low-Income Americans & Renters

2,542,290 Rural Residents

2,460,610 Senior Citizens

947,488 Veterans

3,590 Opioid Deaths

1,407 Disaster Declarations

1,868,430 Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Isakson, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Georgia every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%

With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%

With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%

With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Georgia depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator David Perdue (R-GA)
Budget Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION

LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Perdue, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Georgia every year?

2,542,290
Rural Residents

2,460,610
Senior Citizens

947,488
Veterans

3,590
Opioid Deaths

1,407
Disaster Declarations

1,868,430
Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Hawaii depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Mazie K. Hirono (D-HI)
Lawyer; Justice Award ’17; Judiciary Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?
EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?
Senator K. Hirono, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Hawaii every year?

- **115,830** Rural Residents
- **200,200** Veterans
- **64** Disaster Declarations
- **411,840** Senior Citizens
- **517** Opioid Deaths
- **163,020** Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Hawaii depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Brian Schatz (D-HI)
Approps & CJS Approps Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID
1.9 MILLION
LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Schatz, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Hawaii every year?

- 115,830 Rural Residents
- 411,840 Senior Citizens
- 200,200 Veterans
- 64 Disaster Declarations
- 517 Opioid Deaths
- 163,020 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Idaho depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Michael B. Crapo (R-ID)

Lawyer; Justice Award '13; Judiciary & Budget Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & THEIR FAMILIES

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator B. Crapo, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Idaho every year?

- **485,100** Rural Residents
- **438,900** Senior Citizens
- **164,175** Veterans
- **542** Opioid Deaths
- **222** Disaster Declarations
- **244,200** Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- **Domestic Violence Cases**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- **Adoption Cases**
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- **Housing Cases**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.
How much does Idaho depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Jim Risch (R-ID)
Lawyer

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year LSC Provides Legal Aid

1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

2019

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Risch, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Idaho every year?

- 485,100 Rural Residents
- 438,900 Senior Citizens
- 164,175 Veterans
- 542 Opioid Deaths
- 222 Disaster Declarations
- 244,200 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does Illinois depend on LSC?

Senator Tammy Duckworth (D-IL)  
Justice Award '13 & '04

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?
Every year LSC provides legal aid to 1.9 million low-income Americans.

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Duckworth, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Illinois every year?

- 1,478,900 Rural Residents
- 3,407,900 Senior Citizens
- 857,762 Veterans
- 5,753 Opioid Deaths
- 1,036 Disaster Declarations
- 1,851,840 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- In Domestic Violence Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- In Adoption Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- In Housing Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400  
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Illinois depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Durbin, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Illinois every year?

- **1,478,900** Rural Residents
- **3,407,900** Senior Citizens
- **857,762** Veterans
- **5,753** Opioid Deaths
- **1,036** Disaster Declarations
- **1,851,840** Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- **In Domestic Violence Cases?**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- **In Adoption Cases?**
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- **In Housing Cases?**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Indiana depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Mike Braun (R-IN)

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

![Map of Indiana with statistics]

Every year, LSC provides legal aid to:

- 1,827,120 Rural Residents
- 1,787,400 Senior Citizens
- 542,178 Veterans
- 3,805 Opioid Deaths
- 1,235 Disaster Declarations
- 1,006,240 Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Braun, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Indiana every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN • (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does Indiana depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Todd Young (R-IN)
Lawyer; HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID
1.9 MILLION
LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Young, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Indiana every year?

1,827,120 Rural Residents
542,178 Veterans
1,235 Disaster Declarations
1,787,400 Senior Citizens
3,805 Opioid Deaths
1,006,240 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%  With Lawyer: 83%
Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
Without Lawyer: 29%  With Lawyer: 66%
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%  With Lawyer: 94%
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Iowa depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Joni Ernst (R-IA)

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

1.123,200 Rural Residents
263,640 Veterans
1,473 Disaster Declarations
380,640 Living in Poverty
901,680 Senior Citizens
574 Opioid Deaths

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Ernst, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Iowa every year?

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GOACitations

American Bar Association
How much does Iowa depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Charles E. Grassley (R-IA)
Budget & Judiciary (Chair) Cmte; Justice Award '16

What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year LSC Provides Legal Aid

1.9 Million Low Income Americans

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator E. Grassley, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Iowa every year?

1,123,200 Rural Residents

901,680 Senior Citizens

263,640 Veterans

574 Opioid Deaths

1,473 Disaster Declarations

380,640 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.
How much does Kansas depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Jerry Moran (R-KS)
Lawyer; Approps Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

- 750,780 Rural Residents
- 782,790 Senior Citizens
- 274,413 Veterans
- 781 Opioid Deaths
- 1,264 Disaster Declarations
- 395,760 Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Moran, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Kansas every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- In Domestic Violence Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%

- In Adoption Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%

- In Housing Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.
How much does Kansas depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year LSC provides legal aid to 1.9 million low-income Americans.

750,780 Rural Residents

782,790 Senior Citizens

274,413 Veterans

781 Opioid Deaths

1,264 Disaster Declarations

395,760 Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Roberts, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Kansas every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Kentucky depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY)
Lawyer; Majority Leader; Approps & Rules Cmte

What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator McConnell, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Kentucky every year?

- 1,842,880 Rural Residents
- 1,235,970 Senior Citizens
- 386,296 Veterans
- 2,032 Disaster Declarations
- 2,980 Opioid Deaths
- 846,130 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- **In Domestic Violence Cases?**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  - Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- **In Adoption Cases?**
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  - Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- **In Housing Cases?**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  - Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAO/Citations
How much does Kentucky depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Rand Paul (R-KY)
HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

1,842,880 Rural Residents
386,296 Veterans
2,032 Disaster Declarations
1,235,970 Senior Citizens
846,130 Living in Poverty
2,980 Opioid Deaths

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Paul, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Kentucky every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
Without Lawyer: 20%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Louisiana depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Bill Cassidy (R-LA)
HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year LSC provides legal aid to 1.9 million low-income Americans.

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Cassidy, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Louisiana every year?

- 1,251,560 Rural Residents
- 1,223,540 Senior Citizens
- 367,996 Veterans
- 2,011 Opioid Deaths
- 1,395 Disaster Declarations
- 924,660 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Louisiana depend on LSC?

Senator John Neely Kennedy (R-LA)
Lawyer, Judiciary, Approps, CJS Approps, & Budget Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?
EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO MILLIONS

1,251,560 Rural Residents
367,996 Veterans
1,395 Disaster Declarations
924,660 Living in Poverty
1,223,540 Senior Citizens
2,011 Opioid Deaths

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Neely Kennedy, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Louisiana every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%
Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does Maine depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year, LSC provides legal aid to over 1.9 million low-income Americans.

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Collins, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Maine every year?

- 815,290 Rural Residents
- 449,540 Senior Citizens
- 143,640 Veterans
- 530 Opioid Deaths
- 371 Disaster Declarations
- 187,530 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- In Domestic Violence Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- In Adoption Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- In Housing Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAO/
How much does Maine depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Angus King (I-ME)
Lawyer; Justice Award ’15; Budget & Rules Cmte

What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year LSC provides legal aid to over 1.9 million low-income Americans. In Maine, it helps:

815,290 Rural Residents
143,640 Veterans
371 Disaster Declarations
187,530 Living in Poverty
449,540 Senior Citizens
530 Opioid Deaths

WHO DOES LSC HELP IN YOUR COMMUNITY?

Senator King, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Maine every year:

371 Disaster Declarations
530 Opioid Deaths
815,290 Rural Residents
143,640 Veterans
449,540 Senior Citizens
187,530 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer With Lawyer
Victim will obtain a restraining order 32% 83%

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer With Lawyer
Child will find guardianship or be adopted 29% 66%

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer With Lawyer
Renters will keep their homes in eviction cases 32% 94%

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Maryland depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Benjamin L. Cardin (D-MD)
Lawyer

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO MILLIONS OF AMERICANS

- 769,280 Rural Residents
- 1,598,660 Senior Citizens
- 532,486 Veterans
- 2,787 Opioid Deaths
- 393 Disaster Declarations
- 607,010 Living in Poverty

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator L. Cardin, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Maryland every year?

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does Maryland depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year, LSC provides legal aid to:

- 769,280 Rural Residents
- 1,598,660 Senior Citizens
- 532,486 Veterans
- 2,787 Opioid Deaths
- 393 Disaster Declarations
- 607,010 Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Van Hollen, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Maryland every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Senator Chris Van Hollen (D-MD)

Lawyer; Justice Award '06; Approps, CJS Approps, & Budget Cmte

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Massachusetts depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Edward J. Markey (D-MA)
Lawyer

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & FAMILIES

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator J. Markey, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Massachusetts every year?

- 543,200 Rural Residents
- 1,914,780 Senior Citizens
- 436,597 Veterans
- 3,220 Opioid Deaths
- 347 Disaster Declarations
- 787,640 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does Massachusetts depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA)
Lawyer; HELP Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO 1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Warren, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Massachusetts every year?

- 543,200 Rural Residents
- 436,597 Veterans
- 347 Disaster Declarations
- 1,914,780 Senior Citizens
- 787,640 Living in Poverty
- 3,220 Opioid Deaths

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%
Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.
How much does Michigan depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Gary Peters (D-MI)

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO MILLIONS OF LOW-INCOME AMERICANS

1.9 MILLION

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Peters, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Michigan every year?

- 2,519,680 Rural Residents
- 2,896,640 Senior Citizens
- 779,712 Veterans
- 4,490 Opioid Deaths
- 589 Disaster Declarations
- 1,607,040 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.
How much does Michigan depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Debbie Stabenow (D-MI)
Dem. Policy Cmte Chair, Budget Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO MILLIONS OF AMERICANS

1.9 MILLION

01

02

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Stabenow, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Michigan every year?

Rural Residents
Veterans
Disaster Declarations
Senior Citizens
Living in Poverty
Opioid Deaths

03

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

04

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAO Citations
How much does Minnesota depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Tina Smith (D-MN)
HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR

LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION

LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Smith, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Minnesota every year?

1,465,830 Rural Residents

1,504,260 Senior Citizens

428,769 Veterans

1,364 Opioid Deaths

1,190 Disaster Declarations

631,350 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%

With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%

With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%

With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Minnesota depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

**What is LSC?**

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

**How Many People Does LSC Help?**

*EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO 1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS*

**Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?**

Senator Klobuchar, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Minnesota every year?

- **1,465,830** Rural Residents
- **428,769** Veterans
- **1,504,260** Senior Citizens
- **1,364** Opioid Deaths
- **631,350** Living in Poverty
- **1,190** Disaster Declarations

**Does LSC Really Make a Difference?**

*In Domestic Violence Cases?*

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

*In Adoption Cases?*

Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

*In Housing Cases?*

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Mississippi depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Cindy Hyde-Smith (R-MS)

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

LSC America's Partner for Equal Justice

LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR

LSC PROVIDES

LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION

LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Hyde-Smith, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Mississippi every year?

- 1,515,930 Rural Residents
- 798,330 Senior Citizens
- 244,582 Veterans
- 757 Opioid Deaths
- 1,278 Disaster Declarations
- 642,850 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 20%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Mississippi depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Roger Wicker (R-MS)
Lawyer; Rules Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

1,9 million
LOW INCOME AMERICANS & MENTAL ILLNESS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Wicker, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Mississippi every year?

1,515,930 Rural Residents
798,330 Senior Citizens
244,582 Veterans
757 Opioid Deaths
1,278 Disaster Declarations
642,850 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Lawyer</th>
<th>With Lawyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Lawyer</th>
<th>With Lawyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Lawyer</th>
<th>With Lawyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Missouri depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Roy Blunt (R-MO)
Co-sponsored LSC military briefing '16; Approps & Rules Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EACH YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO

1.9 MILLION
LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & THEIR FAMILIES

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Blunt, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Missouri every year?

1,799,680 Rural Residents
1,775,360 Senior Citizens
597,664 Veterans
2,263 Disaster Declarations
2,787 Opioid Deaths
942,400 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer 32%  With Lawyer 83%
Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer 29%  With Lawyer 66%
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer 32%  With Lawyer 94%
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GOACitations
How much does Missouri depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Josh Hawley (R-MO)
Lawyer

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO 1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Hawley, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Missouri every year?

- 1,799,680 Rural Residents
- 1,775,360 Senior Citizens
- 597,664 Veterans
- 2,263 Disaster Declarations
- 2,787 Opioid Deaths
- 942,400 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Lawyer</th>
<th>With Lawyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Lawyer</th>
<th>With Lawyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Lawyer</th>
<th>With Lawyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAO Citations
How much does Montana depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Steve Daines (R-MT)
Approps Cmte

1. What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

2. How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year LSC provides legal aid to 1.9 million low-income Americans & veterans.

3. Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Daines, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Montana every year?

- 454,230 Rural Residents
- 323,420 Senior Citizens
- 114,330 Veterans
- 268 Opioid Deaths
- 398 Disaster Declarations
- 158,620 Living in Poverty

4. Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- In Domestic Violence Cases?
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- In Adoption Cases?
  - Without Lawyer: 20%
  - With Lawyer: 66%

  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- In Housing Cases?
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%

  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does Montana depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Jon Tester (D-MT)  
Approps Cmte

What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO MILLIONS OF LOW-INCOME AMERICANS

1.9 MILLION

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Tester, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Montana every year?

454,230 Rural Residents

323,420 Senior Citizens

114,330 Veterans

268 Opioid Deaths

398 Disaster Declarations

158,620 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%  
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%  
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%  
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400  
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAO Citations
How much does Nebraska depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Deb Fischer (R-NE)
Rules Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year LSC Provides Legal Aid

1.9 Million Low-Income Americans & Renters

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Fischer, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Nebraska every year?

- **511,100** Rural Residents
- **513,000** Senior Citizens
- **178,030** Veterans
- **272** Opioid Deaths
- **1,056** Disaster Declarations
- **235,600** Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- **Domestic Violence Cases**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  - Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- **Adoption Cases**
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  - Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- **Housing Cases**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  - Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Nebraska depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO 1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Sasse, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Nebraska every year?

511,100 Rural Residents

178,030 Veterans

235,600 Living in Poverty

513,000 Senior Citizens

272 Opioid Deaths

1,056 Disaster Declarations

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%

With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%

With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%

With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400

Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does Nevada depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Catherine Cortez Masto (D-NV)
Lawyer, Rules Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Cortez Masto, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Nevada every year?

- 167,620 Rural Residents
- 760,070 Senior Citizens
- 309,230 Veterans
- 1,738 Opioid Deaths
- 439,280 Living in Poverty
- 143 Disaster Declarations

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Nevada depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Jacky Rosen (D-NV)

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO MILLIONS OF AMERICANS

1,900 MILLION

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Rosen, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Nevada every year?

- 167,620 Rural Residents
- 309,230 Veterans
- 143 Disaster Declarations
- 439,280 Living in Poverty
- 760,070 Senior Citizens
- 1,738 Opioid Deaths

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@AmericanBar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does New Hampshire depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Maggie Hassan (D-NH)
Lawyer; HELP Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO 1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Hassan, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in New Hampshire every year?

- 528,010 Rural Residents
- 408,310 Senior Citizens
- 127,015 Veterans
- 710 Opioid Deaths
- 249 Disaster Declarations
- 122,360 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does New Hampshire depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Jeanne Shaheen (D-NH)
Approps & CJS Approps (Ranking) Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & FAMILIES

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Shaheen, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in New Hampshire every year?

528,010 Rural Residents
408,310 Senior Citizens
127,015 Veterans
710 Opioid Deaths
249 Disaster Declarations
122,360 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%  
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
Without Lawyer: 29%  
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%  
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN  (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does New Jersey depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Cory Booker (D-NJ)
Lawyer; Justice Award '16; Judiciary Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year LSC Provides Legal Aid

1.9 million low-income Americans

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Booker, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in New Jersey every year?

- 474,880 Rural Residents
- 2,472,960 Senior Citizens
- 478,464 Veterans
- 3,769 Opioid Deaths
- 517 Disaster Declarations
- 994,560 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does New Jersey depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Robert Menendez (D-NJ)
Lawyer

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year LSC Provides Legal Aid

1.9 Million Low-Income Americans & Renters

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Menendez, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in New Jersey every year?

- 474,880 Rural Residents
- 478,464 Veterans
- 517 Disaster Declarations
- 994,560 Living in Poverty
- 2,472,960 Senior Citizens
- 3,769 Opioid Deaths

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does New Mexico depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Martin Heinrich (D-NM)

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year LSC Provides Legal Aid

- 472,340 Rural Residents
- 215,270 Veterans
- 340 Disaster Declarations
- 589,380 Senior Citizens
- 445,170 Living in Poverty
- 1,463 Opioid Deaths

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Heinrich, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in New Mexico every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- In Domestic Violence Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  - Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- In Adoption Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  - Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- In Housing Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  - Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does New Mexico depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Tom Udall (D-NM)
Lawyer; Approps & Rules Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year LSC provides legal aid:
- 472,340 Rural Residents
- 215,270 Veterans
- 340 Disaster Declarations
- 1,463 Opioid Deaths
- 589,380 Senior Citizens
- 445,170 Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Udall, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in New Mexico every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases:
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases:
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases:
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius_Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does New York depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID
3,148,200 Living in Poverty
2,395,800 Rural Residents
5,425,200 Senior Citizens
1,223 Disaster Declarations
1,025,640 Veterans
6,685 Opioid Deaths

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Gillibrand, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in New York every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 20%
With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does New York depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY)
Minority Leader; Rules Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID
1.9 MILLION
LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Schumer, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in New York every year?

- 2,395,800 Rural Residents
- 5,425,200 Senior Citizens
- 1,025,640 Veterans
- 6,685 Opioid Deaths
- 1,223 Disaster Declarations
- 3,148,200 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN • (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAO Citations
How much does North Carolina depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Richard M. Burr (R-NC)
HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO EVERY AMERICAN
1.9 MILLION
LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator M. Burr, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in North Carolina every year?

- **3,403,560** Rural Residents
- **2,730,880** Senior Citizens
- **1,002,996** Veterans
- **3,788** Opioid Deaths
- **1,317** Disaster Declarations
- **1,726,880** Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- **In Domestic Violence Cases?**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- **In Adoption Cases?**
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- **In Housing Cases?**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

**Contact:** Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does North Carolina depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Thom Tillis (R-NC)
Judiciary Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & VETERANS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Tillis, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in North Carolina every year?

- 3,403,560 Rural Residents
- 2,730,880 Senior Citizens
- 1,002,996 Veterans
- 1,317 Disaster Declarations
- 3,788 Opioid Deaths
- 1,726,880 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%
Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 20%
With Lawyer: 66%
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does North Dakota depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Kevin Cramer (R-ND)

What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO 1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Cramer, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in North Dakota every year?

- 303,528 Rural Residents
- 202,100 Senior Citizens
- 74,179 Veterans
- 38 Opioid Deaths
- 1,112 Disaster Declarations
- 87,047 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does North Dakota depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator John Hoeven (R-ND)
Approps Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year LSC Provides Legal Aid

1.9 Million Low-Income Americans & Renters

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Hoeven, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in North Dakota every year?

- 303,528 Rural Residents
- 202,100 Senior Citizens
- 74,179 Veterans
- 38 Opioid Deaths
- 1,112 Disaster Declarations
- 87,047 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloyisius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloyisius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Ohio depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Sherrod Brown (D-OH)

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Brown, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Ohio every year?

- 2,565,810 Rural Residents
- 3,436,560 Senior Citizens
- 992,655 Veterans
- 7,130 Opioid Deaths
- 1,050 Disaster Declarations
- 1,834,380 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Ohio depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Rob Portman (R-OH)
Lawyer; Award ‘14 & ‘02

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year LSC provides legal aid to 1.9 million low-income Americans.

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Portman, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Ohio every year?

- **2,565,810** Rural Residents
- **3,436,560** Senior Citizens
- **992,655** Veterans
- **7,130** Opioid Deaths
- **1,050** Disaster Declarations
- **1,834,380** Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- **In Domestic Violence Cases:**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  - Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- **In Adoption Cases:**
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  - Chances a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- **In Housing Cases:**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  - Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloyisius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloyisius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Oklahoma depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator James M. Inhofe (R-OK)

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator M. Inhofe, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Oklahoma every year?

1,321,580 Rural Residents

1,043,970 Senior Citizens

394,910 Veterans

2,215 Opioid Deaths

1,894 Disaster Declarations

649,060 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

*Without Lawyer:* 32%

*With Lawyer:* 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

*Without Lawyer:* 29%

*With Lawyer:* 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

*Without Lawyer:* 32%

*With Lawyer:* 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does Oklahoma depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?
EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO MILLIONS OF AMERICANS

1.9 MILLION
LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?
Senator Lankford, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Oklahoma every year?

1,321,580 Rural Residents
394,910 Veterans
1,894 Disaster Declarations
1,043,970 Senior Citizens
2,215 Opioid Deaths
649,060 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?  In Adoption Cases?  In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%  Without Lawyer: 29%  Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%  With Lawyer: 66%  With Lawyer: 94%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN  (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAO/Citations
How much does Oregon depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Jeff Merkley (D-OR)
Justice Award '11; Approps & Budget Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year LSC Provides Legal Aid

1.9 Million Low-Income Americans & Renters

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Merkley, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Oregon every year?

- 765,700 Rural Residents
- 387,686 Veterans
- 378 Disaster Declarations
- 1,419 Opioid Deaths
- 1,196,910 Senior Citizens
- 668,980 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- In Domestic Violence Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- In Adoption Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- In Housing Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAO Citations
How much does Oregon depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

01. What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02. How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year LSC provides legal aid to 1.9 million low-income Americans.

03. Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Wyden, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Oregon every year?

- 765,700 Rural Residents
- 1,196,910 Senior Citizens
- 387,686 Veterans
- 1,419 Opioid Deaths
- 378 Disaster Declarations
- 668,980 Living in Poverty

04. Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- In Domestic Violence Cases?
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- In Adoption Cases?
  - Without Lawyer: 20%
  - With Lawyer: 66%

  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- In Housing Cases?
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%

  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Senator Ron Wyden (D-OR)
Legal Services Exec.; Justice Award '03; Budget Cmte

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Pennsylvania depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Bob Casey (D-PA)
Lawyer; HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

EVERY YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

2,726,400
Rural Residents

3,916,800
Senior Citizens

1,047,040
Veterans

7,472
Opioid Deaths

1,081
Disaster Declarations

1,740,800
Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Casey, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Pennsylvania every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer
32%

With Lawyer
83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer
29%

With Lawyer
66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer
32%

With Lawyer
94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Pennsylvania depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Patrick Toomey (R-PA)
Budget Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every Year
LSC provides $1.9 million
in legal aid
Low-income Americans

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Toomey, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Pennsylvania every year?

- 2,726,400 Rural Residents
- 1,047,040 Veterans
- 1,081 Disaster Declarations
- 3,916,800 Senior Citizens
- 7,472 Opioid Deaths
- 1,740,800 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.
How much does Rhode Island depend on LSC?

Senator Jack Reed (D-RI)
Lawyer; Justice Award '12; Approps & CJS Approps Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID
1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & FAMILIES

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Reed, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Rhode Island every year?

- 98,262 Rural Residents
- 310,580 Senior Citizens
- 83,740 Veterans
- 684 Opioid Deaths
- 89 Disaster Declarations
- 151,580 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- In Domestic Violence Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- In Adoption Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- In Housing Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Rhode Island depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Sheldon Whitehouse (D-RI)
Lawyer; Judiciary, Budget & HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

151,580 Living in Poverty
98,262 Rural Residents
83,740 Veterans
89 Disaster Declarations
684 Opioid Deaths
310,580 Senior Citizens

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
How much does South Carolina depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC)
Lawyer; Justice Award ’12; Judiciary, Approps, CJS Approps. & Budget Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID
to 1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Graham, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in South Carolina every year?

- 1,651,300 Rural Residents
- 1,411,200 Senior Citizens
- 524,300 Veterans
- 882,000 Living in Poverty
- 1,823 Opioid Deaths
- 521 Disaster Declarations

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

American Bar Association

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does South Carolina depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

- 1,651,300 Rural Residents
- 524,300 Veterans
- 521 Disaster Declarations
- 1,823 Opioid Deaths
- 1,411,200 Senior Citizens
- 882,000 Living in Poverty

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Scott, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in South Carolina every year?

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does South Dakota depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Mike Rounds (R-SD)

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO
1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Rounds, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in South Dakota every year?

- **372,576** Rural Residents
- **242,088** Senior Citizens
- **88,422** Veterans
- **59** Opioid Deaths
- **972** Disaster Declarations
- **121,903** Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAO/Citations
How much does South Dakota depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator John Thune (R-SD)
Rep. Conf. Chair, Justice Award ’11

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

- 372,576 Rural Residents
- 88,422 Veterans
- 59 Opioid Deaths
- 972 Disaster Declarations
- 121,903 Living in Poverty
- 242,088 Senior Citizens

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Thune, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in South Dakota every year?

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%
Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAO/Citations
How much does Tennessee depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

- 2,217,600 Rural Residents
- 612,480 Veterans
- 1,214 Disaster Declarations
- 1,848,000 Senior Citizens
- 3,460 Opioid Deaths
- 1,207,800 Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Alexander, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Tennessee every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- In Domestic Violence Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- In Adoption Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 20%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- In Housing Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Tennessee depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Marsha Blackburn (R-TN)

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID
1.9 MILLION
LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Blackburn, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Tennessee every year?

- 2,217,600 Rural Residents
- 612,480 Veterans
- 1,214 Disaster Declarations
- 1,848,000 Senior Citizens
- 3,460 Opioid Deaths
- 1,207,800 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Texas depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator John Cornyn (R-TX)
Lawyer, Majority Whip, Judiciary Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Cornyn, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Texas every year?

- 4,202,910 Rural Residents
- 6,208,220 Senior Citizens
- 2,186,612 Veterans
- 6,996 Opioid Deaths
- 3,844 Disaster Declarations
- 4,724,840 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%
Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOInformations
How much does Texas depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX)
Lawyer; Rules & Judiciary Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year LSC provides legal aid to 1.9 million low-income Americans.

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Cruz, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Texas every year?

- **4,202,910** Rural Residents
- **6,208,220** Senior Citizens
- **2,186,612** Veterans
- **6,996** Opioid Deaths
- **3,844** Disaster Declarations
- **4,724,840** Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Utah depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Mitt Romney (R-UT)

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & FAMILIES

Senior Citizens

Seniors

Disaster Declarations

282,000 Rural Residents

Veterans

200,400

1,744 Opioid Deaths

351,000 Living in Poverty

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Romney, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Utah every year?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

In Adoption Cases?

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer

32%

29%

32%

With Lawyer

83%

66%

94%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Utah depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Mike Lee (R-UT)
Lawyer, Judiciary Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO
1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS

282,000 Rural Residents

585,000 Senior Citizens

200,400 Veterans

351,000 Living in Poverty

151 Disaster Declarations

1,744 Opioid Deaths

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Lee, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Utah every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%
Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Vermont depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Patrick J. Leahy (D-VT)
Lawyer; Justice Award ’08 & ’00; Judiciary, Approps (Ranking), CJS Approps., & Rules Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR
LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID
TO 1.9 MILLION
LOW-INCOME AMERICANS

382,512
Rural Residents

202,838
Senior Citizens

55,092
Veterans

232
Opioid Deaths

76,377
Living in Poverty

250
Disaster Declarations

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator J. Leahy, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Vermont every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

Without Lawyer 32%

With Lawyer 83%

In Adoption Cases?

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

Without Lawyer 29%

With Lawyer 66%

In Housing Cases?

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Without Lawyer 32%

With Lawyer 94%

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations

LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION
America’s Partner for Equal Justice
How much does Vermont depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Bernard Sanders (I-VT)
Budget (Ranking) & HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?
EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID: 1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?
Senator Sanders, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Vermont every year?

- 382,512 Rural Residents
- 202,838 Senior Citizens
- 55,092 Veterans
- 232 Opioid Deaths
- 250 Disaster Declarations
- 76,377 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%
Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Virginia depend on LSC?

Don’t Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Tim Kaine (D-VA)
Lawyer; Budget & HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION

LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & HOMESTYLES

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Kaine, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Virginia every year?

- 2,061,480 Rural Residents
- 2,212,320 Senior Citizens
- 1,064,260 Veterans
- 2,312 Opioid Deaths
- 1,983 Disaster Declarations
- 988,840 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 20%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
How much does Virginia depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Mark Warner (D-VA)
Lawyer; Budget & Rules Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?
EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO MILLIONS OF LOW-INCOME AMERICANS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?
Senator Warner, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Virginia every year?

- 2,061,480 Rural Residents
- 2,212,320 Senior Citizens
- 1,064,260 Veterans
- 2,312 Opioid Deaths
- 1,983 Disaster Declarations
- 988,840 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Washington depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Maria Cantwell (D-WA)

01 What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR

LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION

LOW-INCOME AMERICANS & RENTERS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Cantwell, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Washington every year?

- **1,147,200** Rural Residents
- **1,935,900** Senior Citizens
- **810,210** Veterans
- **2,875** Opioid Deaths
- **700** Disaster Declarations
- **946,440** Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- **In Domestic Violence Cases?**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  - Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- **In Adoption Cases?**
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  - Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- **In Housing Cases?**
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  - Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations
Washington depends on the Legal Services Corporation (LSC) to provide essential legal assistance to those in need. Here's how:

01. **What is LSC?**
   
   The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 organization, LSC promotes equal access to justice, providing high-quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02. **How Many People Does LSC Help?**
   
   **Every Year, LSC Provides Legal Aid to: 1.9 Million Low-Income Americans**
   - 1,147,200 Rural Residents
   - 810,210 Veterans
   - 1,935,900 Senior Citizens
   - 700 Disaster Declarations
   - 2,875 Opioid Deaths
   - 946,440 Living in Poverty

03. **Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?**

   Senator Murray, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Washington every year?

04. **Does LSC Really Make a Difference?**

   - **In Domestic Violence Cases:**
     - Without Lawyer: 32%
     - With Lawyer: 83%
     Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.
   - **In Adoption Cases:**
     - Without Lawyer: 29%
     - With Lawyer: 66%
     Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.
   - **In Housing Cases:**
     - Without Lawyer: 32%
     - With Lawyer: 94%
     Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations

**Senator Patty Murray (D-WA)**
Justice Award '13; Co-sponsored LSC military briefing '16; Approps, Budget, & HELP (Ranking) Cmte
How much does West Virginia depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Shelley Moore Capito (R-WV)
Approps, CJS Approps, & Rules Cmte

What is LSC?

The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID

1.9 MILLION LOW-INCOME AMERICANS

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Moore Capito, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in West Virginia every year?

943,920 Rural Residents
594,320 Senior Citizens
177,928 Veterans
1,655 Opioid Deaths
1,063 Disaster Declarations
336,720 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?

Without Lawyer
With Lawyer
32%
83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?

Without Lawyer
With Lawyer
29%
66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?

Without Lawyer
With Lawyer
32%
94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.
How much does West Virginia depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Joe Manchin III (D-WV)
Approps & CJS Approps Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

LSC serves 1.9 million low-income Americans every year.

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Manchin III, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in West Virginia every year?

- 943,920 Rural Residents
- 594,320 Senior Citizens
- 177,928 Veterans
- 1,655 Opioid Deaths
- 1,063 Disaster Declarations
- 336,720 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

In Adoption Cases?
Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

In Housing Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan
(202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOCitations
How much does Wisconsin depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Tammy Baldwin (D-WI)
Lawyer, Approps & HELP Cmte

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?

EVERY YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO:

- 1,725,230 Rural Residents
- 1,661,760 Senior Citizens
- 480,641 Veterans
- 2,238 Opioid Deaths
- 670 Disaster Declarations
- 761,640 Living in Poverty

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Baldwin, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Wisconsin every year?

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%

Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%

Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org

For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAOcitations
How much does Wisconsin depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Ron Johnson (R-WI)
Budget Cmte

01. What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02. How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year, LSC provides legal aid to 1.9 million low-income Americans.

03. Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator Johnson, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Wisconsin every year?

- 1,725,230 Rural Residents
- 1,661,760 Senior Citizens
- 480,641 Veterans
- 2,238 Opioid Deaths
- 670 Disaster Declarations
- 761,640 Living in Poverty

04. Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

- In Domestic Violence Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

- In Adoption Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 29%
  - With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

- In Housing Cases:
  - Without Lawyer: 32%
  - With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

CONTACT: ALOYSIUS HOGAN - (202) 957-9400
ALOYSIUS.HOGAN@AMERICANBAR.ORG
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GAO/Citations
How much does Wyoming depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator John Barrasso (R-WY)
Rep. Policy Cmte Chair

01 What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

02 How Many People Does LSC Help?
EVEYR YEAR LSC PROVIDES LEGAL AID TO MILLIONS

03 Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?
Senator Barrasso, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Wyoming every year?

- 206,310 Rural Residents
- 162,352 Senior Citizens
- 62,713 Veterans
- 274 Opioid Deaths
- 71 Disaster Declarations
- 65,644 Living in Poverty

04 Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 83%

In Adoption Cases?
Without Lawyer: 29%
With Lawyer: 66%

In Housing Cases?
Without Lawyer: 32%
With Lawyer: 94%

Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.
Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.
Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.
How much does Wyoming depend on LSC?

Don't Cut Legal Services Corporation

Senator Michael B. Enzi (R-WY)
Justice Award '11: Budget (Chair) & HELP Cmte

What is LSC?
The Legal Services Corporation helps those in need get the legal representation they deserve. As a 501(c)3 that promotes equal access to justice, LSC provides high quality civil legal assistance to low-income persons.

How Many People Does LSC Help?

Every year LSC provides legal aid to 1.9 million low-income Americans.

Who Does LSC Help in Your Community?

Senator B. Enzi, did you know LSC can help with these demographics in Wyoming every year?

- 206,310 Rural Residents
- 162,352 Senior Citizens
- 62,713 Veterans
- 274 Opioid Deaths
- 71 Disaster Declarations
- 65,644 Living in Poverty

Does LSC Really Make a Difference?

In Domestic Violence Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 83%
  Chances a victim of domestic violence will obtain a restraining order.

In Adoption Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 29%
- With Lawyer: 66%
  Chances that a foster child will find guardianship or be adopted.

In Housing Cases?
- Without Lawyer: 32%
- With Lawyer: 94%
  Chances that renters will keep their homes in eviction cases.

Contact: Aloysius Hogan - (202) 957-9400
Aloysius.Hogan@americanbar.org
For citations, please visit: http://ambar.org/GACitations